**Description**

The works comprised the new build construction of a single storey sports hall within the grounds of the Edenfield Centre at Prestwich Hospital. All works were undertaken within the boundary of a medium secure unit and as such specific understanding of the Trust criteria, rules and enforcements were continually achieved and adhered to.

The works involved the erection of a temporary secure estate fence and formation of a temporary emergency vehicle access route prior to the main construction commencing. The sports hall is a steel framed building with a combination of masonry and cladding panels, together with a single storey changing facility with ancillary rooms. The electrical engineering services scope of works comprised the provision and installation of general power, new general & emergency lighting and fire alarm system. The mechanical engineering scope of works comprised the provision and installation of new hot & cold water services, LTHW, ventilation, auto controls, building management services and thermal insulation.

Mains water, gas and electricity connections within detailed service trench routes were carried out. These works were undertaken under supervision by the Hospital security, in the non-secure area outside the site boundary.

Strict protocol was in place for the control of access to and egress from the site through a 2 gate air lock system, which was managed by an appointed/trained TBS gate man at all times.
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